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ABSTRACT 
 
Big data science become hot research topic due to the huge of data 
are extracted every day.  Big data analysis is used into many 
domains such as manufacturing, education, media, insurance, 
Internet of Things (IoT), and Healthcare. Some of these fields are 
required a real-time analysis. The paper proposes an enhancement 
of Growing Self-Organizing Map (GSOM) model. A neural 
network algorithm was used to cluster the input of real data. Best 
threshold was needed for stream processing systems are computed 
based on study of historical stream processing system, and chose the 
best strategies that met the minimum running time complexity. The 
achievements of the proposed algorithm experimental shows 
superior result compared with other prediction algorithm in both 
criteria time and accuracy complexity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Many systems deal with big data appear to process and handle 
real-time data [1-2]. Enhancing the performance of operating 
system in minimizing the running time as much as possible and 
keep stability, the operations of the system become one of the most 
problem that researcher trying to deal with. Load predicting is a 
common technique are used in predictions [2-4], which lead to be 
concerned by researcher as well. Traditional processing system 
suffering of unhandled the scalability of data processed as well the 
complexity of streaming data. Therefore, the load predicting of 
stream processing are used to overcome these problems; were needs 
a certain requirements for real-time system to meet the reasonable 
performance. Predicting model categorized as  linear and nonlinear. 
Generally, linear prediction includes ARMA [3] and FARIMA [4] 
models, whereas non-linear prediction predominantly contains 
Neural Network NN [5], wavelet theory [6] and Support Vector 
Machine SVM [7]. Most flow data processing recently is 
categorized as unstructured data that mean the processing most 
probably need a non-linear prediction to manipulate these flow of 
data. Thus, the research spot toward non-linear methods to handle 
real-time data flow [8]; which mainly predict the new flow data 
according to rules that built previously based on analyzing of 
historical data [8]. Reflecting that concept, a successfully model 
have been made by Box-Jenkins's [9] capable to utilize the amount 
of data that loaded into processor, the model predicts processor 

behavior with the help of time need for each slice to be executed  
and assume it as correlated a parameter.  Warrm Smith and Parkson 
Wong [10] proposed a prediction system based on queue structure to 
compute the time latency for each performed job and then 
considered bias factor into prediction model. Rich Wolski [11] 
increase the CPU performance by optimizing the effectiveness of 
UNIX systems according to time-based nested of job execution; the 
proposed algorithm achieve reasonable performance but not take in 
consideration the features of flowed data.  
In This research, a minimize running time complexity using 
enhanced optimizing Self-Organized Map SOM is proposed. The 
proposed method discussed and illustrated in details in section II. Then, 
analyzed the consistent experiments and results are carried out in 
Section III. Finally, conclusion and discussion of this research 
summarized in Section IV.  
 
2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
Self-organization map (SOM) considers one of the most 
clustering algorithms which is in pattern recognition domain 
[12-15]. The research aims to increase the accuracy of 
prediction to minimize time complexity of data streaming 
process. However, the simple SOM comprises three main 
steps; competition, cooperation and adaptation processes. In 
first phase, there are function compute most close neuron by 
calculate the Euclidean distance algorithm. equation1 
represent the computation process where the n is number of 
output layer. 

 
Here n represents the quantity of output neurons. While 
co-acting the adjoining neurons function with harmony with 
each other. Weight vectors in the nearby winning neurons 
are adjusted. Equation (2) shows the Gaussian function. 
With the help of equation 3, the neighbourhood function 
reflects are computed. Here, σ0 shows the initial 
neighbourhood radius. τ represents the time constant.  

     (2) 
……………..(3) 

 
The adaptation phase deals with the output of previous phase after 
the neighborhood nodes are determined. Then, the vector weight are 
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updating continuously using Equation (4). Here wj represent j 
neuron’s weight. Maximum vector value is represented by t. 

 
 

 
 
With the help of Equ 5, learning efficiency is calculated. Here η is 
constant number between zero and one. Number of iterations are 
represented by T. η (0) represents the initial learning efficiency.  
The algorithm features are extracting after three main functions are 
performed; sampling, similarity matching and updating 
respectively.  
 
2.1 Improved Growing Threshold Setting Method 
 
In this research, the aim is to increase the accuracy of 
streaming process system prediction is greater than the real 
time response requirements, due to the current phase output 
will be the input of next phase and will highly defect 
effectiveness of accuracy rate which finally leading to effect 
the response speed as well. The proposed enhancement of 
GSOM algorithm come in many stages. Improving the 
initialization network parameter, clustering prediction 
mode, bias node initialization and operation efficiency 
[16-18]. Which achieve most probably demand of loading 
prediction algorithm for streaming processing system 
[19-21]. 
To set reasonable value of GT, GSOM decides adding of a 
new neuron based on the growth threshold (GT). A too trivial 
threshold will cause adding neuron frequently and hence 
training burden will be increased. In the same way, with the 
too huge threshold inaccurate load will be predicted. With 
the growing network, neurons should be added cautiously. 
Hence, threshold value should be dependent on the current 
network condition. As per the clustering technique, values 
from the similar class should be as close as possible [22-25]. 
Besides, the values from different class can be as distant as 
possible. The research proposes a novel way for adjusting 
threshold dynamically. 

 

 
 
Here j  is the quanity of winner neuron. wj is the weight of winner 
neuron. The closest neighbor of neurons weight represented by wi 
where the GT resigned into the distance of neuron j and it's closest 
neighbori. The fact of the method is it's to guarantee where the 
distance from xi to wjis  atleastthan the closest neighbor. The 
growing threshold computed by Equation(10): 

 
The competition neurons counted by m. where x node considered as 
input to the network and then grows itself once the distance 
between the x and it's winner neuron j larger than the threshold of 
growing rate.  
 
2.2 Initial Parameter Optimization 
 
2.2.1 Neuron Number Initialization Algorithm 
 
The network dynamically adds neurons and adjusts 
parameters till it gains steady states with each new input 
pattern, [26-28]. Hence, it will frequently add neurons 
during training phase if initially there is too small quantity of 
neurons. This, in turn, will influence the system’s response 
time. Similarly, a large number of neurons will lead to death 
of neurons. This in turn, will negatively affect the training 
process [29-31]. Hence, it is expected that a sufficient 
quantity of initial neurons will help SOM network to gain 
momentum. The algorithm-1 is based on the idea of 
dichotomy. In the algorithm, distmean, the average distance, 
is calculated for the input sample set X. Here, a Euclidean 
distance distij smaller than average distance for the  Xi , Xj 
shows the likelihood of both the inputs to belonging to the 
same class [32-35]. By A class of input vectors is 
pre-processed by using probabilistic analysis and dichotomy 
method. Here, M is found to be used as the number of initial 
neurons. In contrast to the traditional methods which form its 
basis on experience or choosing a fixed m, the proposed 
technique is expected to speed up the training process and 
hence minimize the number of iterations. The algorithm is 
described as algorithm 1. 
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2.2.2 Initialization of Weights of Neurons 
 
The first step is to initialize the neurons weights. These 
neurons are adjusted for reflecting features of input data class 
during the training process. Traditionally, in SOM networks 
neuron’s weights have been initialized with random numbers. 
This is the reason, these weights do not exhibit any feature of 
the training data. The paper has proposed a method to initialize 
neurons with typical input set. Since the quantity of neurons is 
m, initializing the weights of m neurons becomes an issue 
while getting m input set for representing the features of their 
respective class. In general the objective of clustering is to 
bring closer the nodes in the same class, and to make as far as 
possible the nodes of different class. In the proposed work, 
greedy algorithm has been used for selecting m vectors from 
the input data set which are most distant from each other.  
Finally, the neuron’s weights are initialized with these sets. 
 
1.2.3 Optimization of Computational Performance 
 
During the training process, repeated iterations are performed 
in SOM. Further, with the addition of new neutron each time, 
weights of the complete network are adjusted. The prediction 
being timeliness, complexity of load prediction through 
traditional SOM algorithm is intolerable. A caching-based load 
prediction technique has been introduced by the researcher to 
solve this problem. SOM has been used as a classifier for 
accurately predicting the load in the proposed prediction 
technique. In addition, computational efficiency of load 
prediction has also been improved with the help of following 
three methods: 
 
1.2.3.1 Strategy for Assignment of Neuron Weight Vector 
 
The initial value of  network connection weight largely 
influence the efficiency of the learning process of the network. 
To accelerate retraining process after addition of a neuron, the 
weight of winning neuron as well as the input pattern itself 
need to be used for assigning new neuron node’s weight. 
Formula for weight initialization has been given as:  
 

 
 
Here wnew represents linear combination of the winning neuron 
weight wi and the new pattern vector Xi. For ensuring that the 
weight does not bias the current vector Xi, a random number is 
assigned. As per the experimentation results, its performance is 
good when a is 1/5, b is  3/5 and c is 1/5. New neuron’s initial 
weight need not be exact, as it is continuously updated in 
further iterations. Moreover, a reasonable beginning value will 
aid in reducing the iterations. Further, it will stabilize network. 
 
1.2.3.2 Strategy of Prediction 
 
An input vector which does not conforms to the constrains of 
winning neuron reflects that the distance of input vector and 
wining neuron is greater than the threshold. In this case, a new 

neuron is added to the network. But no known load information 
is there in the new empty neuron. For solving the problem, the 
author has proposed a prediction mechanism. An input 
belonging to a known cluster, predicts the load of that cluster 
based on the historical data of the same. In other cases,  the load 
is predicted with the help of linear regression algorithm 
depending on all the historical data. When a real load arrives, 
the new neuron’s information is updated. Working of the linear 
regression algorithm is as follows:  
Suppose there is an input matrix X. The vector w contains the 
regression coefficient. Prediction outcome is given as Y = XTw. 
Use of square error to measure the effect will lead to best 
prediction: 
 

……9 
 

The same can also be shown in terms of a matrix as (y − 
Xw)T(y − Xw). After obtaining the w’s derivatives  its value is 
put as zero. Then w is obtained as follows: 
 

……………10 
 

Where weight vector is  ˆ w and the input data set is X. 
 
2.4 Cold Backup Strategy 
 
As discussed, addition of new neurons causes the SOM network 
to reiterate for adjusting parameters. In addition, as the 
iteration process has higher complexity, it will not meet the 
real-time requirement of stream processing system. To solve 
the issue, the author has proposed the SOM cold backup 
strategy. For the same, dynamic as well as static SOM netwokrs 
are created. The static network receives input and predicts  the 
load whereas the dynamic network adds new neurons and 
retrains it for making the network stable. The two networks 
work in synergy as follows: 
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● Initially, both networks are the same.  
● On the arrival of input vector Xi, the winning neuron is 
computed by SOM and is compared with the threshold GT. 
Historical data is taken to predict load for  input Xi if in case 
the input is from an existing cluster. 
● The dynamic SOM network sums up neurons and holds 
the network parameters if Xi is from a new cluster. Now the 
static network be same, and calculates the results with the 
help of linear regression algorithm.  
● As soon as the dynamic SOM completes retraining 
process, dynamic network is replicated for replacing the 
static classifier.  
● Training iteration leads to the dynamic SOM network. By 
this way, the problem of failure to satisfy the real-time 
requirement because of network updates. 
 

3 IMPLEMENTING THE IMPROVED LOAD 
PREDICTING ALGORITHM 
 
The available GSOM algorithm helps to dynamically add 
neurons. In addition, it also helps to identify new 
classification of input vectors [14]. But frequent iterations of 
the algorithm and computing speed does not allow to satisfy 
the requirement of the real-time performance of the stream 
processing system. To overcome the issue the author presents 
a Load Predicting based on Improved Growing 
Self-Organizing Map (LP-IGSOM) algorithm for 
recognizing input task’ cluster and to foresee its’ load 
requirement precisely and timely.  The LP-IGSOM has 
improvement over existing GSOM in terms of initialization 
of neuron numbers, optimization of calculated efficiency etc. 
The LP-IGSOM algorithm has been shown as Algorithm 2: 
 
 
 
 

The algorithm has three main phases:  
1) Initialization phase:  
a) As per the known input mode, rough class number m is 
calculated for initializing the neuron’s quantity. 
 b) m most distant input vectors are chosen and weight of m 
neuron are initialized. 
 c) The growing threshold is calculated as per the current 
network status.  
2) Growth phase:  
a)  Input is added  to the network. 
 b)  Euclidean distance is used for finding the winning 
neuron for traditional SOM algorithm. 
 c)  if winning neuron > threshold GT.  if not, step f is 
followed. 
 d) A neuron is added in case winning neuron is a boundary 
node and  its weights are initialized using the current input 
mode X, the weight W of the winning neuron, and the 
random value. If not, step f is followed.  
e) Learning rate is again set to the initial value and then 
adjusted to the neighborhood to the initial value. 
f) Neighborhood vector of neurons is updated. 
 g) Step b to step f are repeated until the clustering effect is 
stabilized for the existing data. 
    3) Prediction phase:  
a) Winning neuron is obtained.  If no need is there to add new 
nodes then all the known loads from winning neuron is taken 
and  average load prediction is computed.  
b) If addition of a new node is required, linear regression is 
used by the static network to predict the load on the input 
mode. In addition,  addition of new nodes and retraining is 
done by dynamic SOM network. 
 c) Real information of the load is visited to add to the new 
neurons. 
The training of SOM network is based on existing data 
sources, computing topology and load data sets. When a new 
computational task is coming, calculate whether the 
Euclidean distance in the SOM network satisfies the 
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constraint, and if so, perform SOM clustering to match 
similar loads and make predictions. Due to the 
characteristics of data streams, different computing 
topologies often arise from new data sources. Therefore, 
when the Euclidean distance calculated by the above 
algorithm does not meet the constraints, the linear prediction 
method is used as a supplement. In this case, according to the 
load of computing nodes, the competitive neurons in the 
neural network can be updated to improve the accuracy and 
prediction range. 
 

3.1 Data Analysis and Results 
The data used  in the paper is the simulation data obtained by 
the pavement sensor network. This data coming at the speed 
of 5000 pieces per second. 

 
As shown in Table 1, the sensor data stream mainly contains 
three types of information, each subclass contains an 
optional fixed message content. Simulate data sources 
simulate the sensor’s message queue by randomly generating 
vehicle data. Analog data sources can generate a wide variety 
of user-defined types of data. In a typical stream processing 
system, the user generates computational topologies by 
dragging operator combinations. Besides the data sources, 
the factors that influence the computation load include the 
topology generated by the submission task, which defines 
how the data message is processed and the corresponding 
input mode. To fully test the dynamic neuron-joining 
capabilities of this chapter based on the improved GSOM 
load predicting algorithm, source data and task topology 
were customized. Divided into two categories: 
 (1) Standard data source and fixed computing topology.  
(2) Standard data sources and customized computing 
topology. 
 In the second category, on the basis of fixed computational 
topology, a variety of different computing rules are 
continuously simulated to generate different computing 
topologies, so as to test the addition of dynamic neurons.  
 
3.2 Experimental results 
 
Since the data stream by nature shows particularity, a little 
work is found on load predicting. The classic linear 
regression prediction algorithm and the classical clustering 
algorithm K-means has been chosen to compare with the 

proposed work. The load on the data stream sent by the 
sensor network is predicted. The same is then compared with 
the real load. The parameters for experimentation has been 
given as: 
 
1. The parameter for maxlearning rate is set as 0.9. The 
parameter for  min learning rate is set as 1E-5. 
2. 1000 is the total iterations for training the network. 
3. 5 has been set as the initial neighbourhood radius. 
Figure 1 depicts the load change in actual situation with time 
while stream processing system operates. 
 
Samples has been taken for every two minutes in the range 
0-20 with standard data source and fixed computing 
topology. Calculated load by GLP-SOM is predicted and 
linear regression, k-means clustering  is listed. Comparison 
has been made with the real load and shown in Figure 2. 
The input modes are known with fixed computing topology. 
Hence, linear regression, K-means along with GLP-SOM 
can more accurately predict the load which can be seen 
Figure 2.  Actual load curve and predicted curve is almost 
similar. Her, 81 is the MSE of LR algorithm is 81. 32.7 and 
21.5 are the the errors of k-means and GLP-SOM 
respectively.  When data source fluctuates, LR algorithm 
exhibits a relatively poor prediction effect. Moreover, the 
prediction effect is comparatively stable based on clustering 
algorithm. 
 
As per computation rules, corresponding to each computation 
modes, new computation topologies are continuously 
generated. Figure 3 shows that with new computation rules, 
the data source as well as the computation topology does not 
require any previous of data. The situation is not predicted 
well by using linear regression prediction. In this case, we got 
larger prediction error to the extent of 322.5. K-means of 
fixed clustering performs worst, and the MSE reaches 383.9 
among all the three prediction classifiers. By fixing K’s 
value, the new input mode is strongly classified into the 
clusters existing. It will affect the current clustering 
characteristics. Use of k-means will lead to the greater error 
in prediction effect. The proposed algorithm, in the arrival of 
new input, is able to recognise as well as to dynamically grow 
neurons. The MSE is 77.6. Hence, the overall prediction 
effect is comparatively accurate. As per the results of the 
experiment, the algorithm for load forecasting handles 
effectively the new input mode. The proposed algorithm 
outperforms the traditional methods in terms of accuracy and 
speed of load prediction. In some nodes, because the 
algorithm is still in training, the prediction accuracy lags 
behind and the worst effect declines to the effect of linear 
regression prediction, but the overall prediction effect is more 
satisfactory. 
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Figure 1: Nodes with Real Load Figure 2: Load prediction with standard 

data source and fixed computing topology 

 

Figure 3: Load prediction with customized computing topology 

 
4 CONCLUSION 

 
The increasing volume of data is becoming challenging in many 
areas especially in continuous data stream.  Handling streaming 
data and making real-time decisions based on the data require 
heavy and complex processes which go beyond traditional 
processing system. Thus, an algorithm for prediction of load 
prediction has been developed. The developed algorithm is able to 
handle the complex structures of the stream processing system 
better than other traditional algorithms for prediction. The results 
showed that accuracy rate of prediction and score of speed efficiency 
of the developed load prediction algorithm LP-IGSOM is greater 
than traditional load predicting algorithms. Future work may 
include applying the algorithm on larger volume of data and 
different data sources.  
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